What can we do to face the long term future of the region together?
Ideas for RCUK/InnovateUK ULP

- **Identify potential projects** that focus on cross cutting themes aligned to LAs, LEP, universities
- Develop new **collaborative arrangements** across HEI experts and organisations at all scales
- **Sharing intelligence**, data and ideas in brainstorming conversations
- **Disseminating work** and initiating conversations - brokerage
- **Using visualisations** to inform and educate citizens of developments and changes
Possible themes

1. relationships between an ageing society, housing needs, and the use of digital technology;
2. relationships between transport and highway design, digital technology and public health benefits;
3. relationships between enhancing local democracy and engagement, visualisation of the urban realm, and cultural and creative arts to generate public interest.
4. relationships between science and engineering and collaborative democracy, particularly around themes such as energy consumption, and health.
Digital Apps & neighbourhood planning

Change Explorer
An alternative method of planning participation using wearables

Lightweight interactions: Asking “What would you like to change here?”
Glanceable notifications: Making people aware of changes
In situ: Participation in place
Safe and healthy city
Greening the city
Traffic and smart car parking
Inclusive train design
Airport and impairments
Wellbeing and fun theory
An urban room
Schools and future city films
Sport, wellbeing and health
Children, literature and digital
The body and creative arts
Visualisation and engagement
Continuing the dialogue with the public
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